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THE COMPANY
GLOBAL INTERGOLD 
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Global InterGold is an international 
online shop founded in 2010 that 
specializes in gold bars.

The company managing Global 
InterGold Online Gold Shop is located 
in London, United Kingdom. Global i Gold Online Limited

Company Number: 10206291
71-75 Shelton Street
Covent Garden
London
WC2H 9JQ
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 20 3289 3538



We provide our clients the international 
Global InterGold Online Gold Shop 
platform for the purchase of physical 
investment-grade gold bars.
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PLATFORM
GLOBAL INTERGOLD 



Physical investment-grade 999.9 gold bars in 
weights from 1 to 100 g from top international 
producers.

In 2016, the Online Gold Shop launched the 
production of Global InterGold-branded bars.
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PRODUCT
GLOBAL INTERGOLD 



Millions of clients worldwide make money 
utilizing this platform through the placement 
of orders for physical investment-grade 
gold bars both at the expense of personal 
funds and rewards given in exchange for 
the successful promotion of the company's 
goods, brand and services.
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INCOME
GLOBAL INTERGOLD 
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YOUR OWN BUSINESS

Every client can start and develop his own 
business by utilizing the Global InterGold's 
order accounting system.

Global InterGold clients are individual 
businessmen who develop their business in 
the Online Gold Shop platform to purchase 
and sale investment-grade gold bars.

GLOBAL INTERGOLD 
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Clients use tools provided by Global InterGold 
to develop their business, create a long-term 
mutually beneficial relations with the company 
and build up their own assets and a heritage.

Therefore, clients can make money and gain 
financial prosperity.

YOUR OWN BUSINESS
GLOBAL INTERGOLD 



GLOBAL INTERGOLD opportunities
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BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES

Customers can place orders for physical 
investment-grade gold bars in the GoldSet 
marketing incentives program and then 
recommend the Online Gold Shop's product 
and services for which they receive reward 
units to pay for the orders.

GLOBAL INTERGOLD 
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How does it work?

GLOBAL INTERGOLD 
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How does it work?

GLOBAL INTERGOLD 

 
        REGISTER

Customers have to register in the Online Gold Shop under the 
recommendation of any client. Registration process requires 
indicating that client's UID within the system.
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        REGISTER

Customers have to register in the Online Gold Shop under the 
recommendation of any client. Registration process requires 
indicating that client's UID within the system.

 
        PLACE AN ORDER

Place an order for a set of physical gold bars under the terms of the 
GoldSet marketing incentives program in the Online Gold Shop.



GLOBAL INTERGOLD 

 
        РЕГИСТРАЦИЯ

Покупателю необходимо зарегистрироваться 
в интернет-магазине, используя рекомендацию любого 
постоянного клиента. 
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        PLACE AN ORDER

Place an order for a set of physical gold bars under the terms of the 
GoldSet marketing incentives program in the Online Gold Shop.

          MAKE A PREPAYMENT

Make a prepayment from 5% to 15% depending on the type of order 
using a convenient payment method.



GLOBAL INTERGOLD 

 
        РЕГИСТРАЦИЯ

Покупателю необходимо зарегистрироваться 
в интернет-магазине, используя рекомендацию любого 
постоянного клиента. 

 
        ОФОРМЛЕНИЕ

Оформить заказ на набор физических слитков золота на условиях 
Маркетинговой программы Goldset.

          MAKE A PREPAYMENT

Make a prepayment from 5% to 15% depending on the type of order 
using a convenient payment method.
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        RECOMMEND AND PROMOTE

Recommend Global InterGold's goods and services and
receive rewards for successful promotions which are in
turn used to offset the cost of the order.



PROGRAM

The GoldSet marketing incentives program is 
used to buy and create a reserve of physical 
investment-grade gold bars.

Credited rewards for successful promotions can 
pay up to 95% of the order value, thus allowing 
clients to build their net worth with gold.

GLOBAL INTERGOLD 
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GOLDSET MARKETING INCENTIVES PROGRAM
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GOLDSET MARKETING 
INCENTIVES PROGRAM

The GoldSet marketing incentives program was 
designed for clients to purchase physical gold bars, 
increase their income by recommending the 
company's goods and services as well as to create 
a long-term mutually beneficial relationship.G
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GLOBAL INTERGOLD 

PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM

The purpose of the program is the purchase of gold 
bars sets. The name of the marketing incentives 
program conveys that idea: GoldSet = a set of gold 
bars.

The GoldSet marketing incentives program includes 
several types of orders for sets of physical 
investment-grade gold bars:



GOLDSET
GLOBAL INTERGOLD 

STANDARD
Standard

gold bars set 

MULTICARDS
MultiCards

gold bars set

GOLDLINE
Goldline

gold bars set

GLOBAL SMART
Global InterGold 

-branded gold bars 
set

GLOBAL PRO
Global InterGold 

-branded gold 
bars set

Each order has a different amount of prepayment and 
remuneration terms (reward units).
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GOLDSET
GLOBAL INTERGOLD 

GOLDSET GOLDLINE

Prepayment – 1,050 EUR
Accounting system – 7 orders
Cycle of the order – 3,000 EUR (remuneration)

GOLDSET MULTICARDS

Prepayment – 375 EUR
Accounting system – 7 orders
Cycle of the order – 1,050 EUR (remuneration)

GOLDSET STANDARD

Prepayment – 540 EUR
Accounting system – 15 orders
Cycle of the order – 3,500 EUR (remuneration) GOLDSET GLOBAL SMART

Prepayment – 275 EUR
Accounting system – 7 orders

Cycle of the order – 1,000 EUR
 (remuneration in parts)

GOLDSET GLOBAL PRO

Prepayment – 450 EUR
Accounting system – 13 orders

Cycle of the order – 3,825 EUR
 (remuneration in parts)
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GOLDSET
GLOBAL SMART



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

Let us have look at the GoldSet 
Global Smart order for sets of 
GIG-branded gold bars.
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GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

         ORDER PLACEMENT

The customer places an order for a set of GIG-branded 
physical gold bars in the Online Gold Shop under the terms 
of the GoldSet Global Smart program for the minimum 
amount of 7,000 EUR.



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

Давайте рассмотрим заказ GoldSet Global Smart для 
покупки набора брендовых слитков     интрнет-
магазина.

         ORDER PLACEMENT

The customer places an order for a set of GIG-branded 
physical gold bars in the Online Gold Shop under the terms 
of the GoldSet Global Smart program for the minimum 
amount of 7,000 EUR.

          PREPAYMENT

The Online Gold Shop issues an invoice for the set of gold 
bars with the minimum prepayment of 275 EUR. 



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

Давайте рассмотрим заказ GoldSet Global Smart для 
покупки набора брендовых слитков     интрнет-
магазина.

         ОФОРМЛЕНИЕ ЗАКАЗА

Клиент оформляет заказ в интернет-магазине
на набор физических слитков инвестиционного золота 
Global InterGold, на условиях маркетинго-вой программы 
заказа GoldSet Global Smart,          на сумму минимум 
7000 евро.

          PREPAYMENT

The Online Gold Shop issues an invoice for the set of gold 
bars with the minimum prepayment of 275 EUR.

           RECOMMENDATIONS

Customers makes the prepayment for the order and 
recommends the new product and the order.



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

Давайте рассмотрим заказ GoldSet Global Smart для 
покупки набора брендовых слитков     интрнет-
магазина.

           RECOMMENDATIONS

Customers makes the prepayment for the order and 
recommends the new product and the order.

          REMUNERATION

The Online Gold Shop credits the customer reward
units in amount of at least 7000 (EUR) in exchange
for the recommendations which result in new
initiated orders.



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

Давайте рассмотрим заказ GoldSet Global Smart для 
покупки набора брендовых слитков     интрнет-
магазина.

          REMUNERATION

The Online Gold Shop credits the customer reward
units in amount of at least 7000 (EUR) in exchange
for the recommendations which result in new
initiated orders.

          REWARD UNITS

Credited reward units are used for the purchase of 
investment-grade gold bars.



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

Давайте рассмотрим заказ GoldSet Global Smart для 
покупки набора брендовых слитков     интрнет-
магазина.

          REWARD UNITS

Credited reward units are used for the purchase of 
investment-grade gold bars.

          GOLD PURCHASE

Every time reward units are credited, the purchase of 
physical gold bars for the credited amount is made 
automatically. Then, the customer can elect:



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

Давайте рассмотрим заказ GoldSet Global Smart для 
покупки набора брендовых слитков     интрнет-
магазина.

          GOLD PURCHASE

Sell gold bars back to 
the Internet Shop

Request the 
delivery

safeguard them in a 
certified depository



GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART

Thus, the cost of a GoldSet Global gold bars 
set is 7,000 EUR: a minimum of 275 EUR is 
covered at customer's expense, while the 
remaining amount is offset by the successful 
promotion of the Online Gold Shop and its 
product.

www.globalintergold.com 



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

      NOTE!
Customers have to cancel the order within 14 days after initiation if they 
decide not to continue the order under the terms of the GoldSet 
marketing incentives program.

Customers can pay the full amount of the order (or in instalments) at any 
moment at the expense of personal funds and become the holder of the 
ordered gold bars.



How are reward units for the 
GOLDSET GLOBAL SMART
order credited?
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The Goldset Global Smart table of orders 
consists of 3 levels and includes 7 orders 
from buyers.
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1 2 3 4

5 6

7

I 

II

III

GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
order accounting system



Buyers' orders are placed on the table of 
orders consecutively on the first level of 
the table, taking into account 
recommendations made by the buyers. 
The first level is divided into two sections.

I 
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GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
order accounting system



The customer makes recommendations of 
the Online Gold Shop, its product and the 
marketing incentives program and initiates 
new orders from new customers on the first 
level of the table.

ORDERS MOVEMENT

I 
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GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
order accounting system
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When the table splits, two new tables for 
new customers’ orders appear, having new 
first level for new orders from customers.

SPLIT OF THE TABLE

I 

GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
order accounting system
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As a result of successful recommendations 
of the Online Gold Shop, the order moves 
down to the next level, until it reaches the 
third one. 

SPLIT OF THE TABLE

II

GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
order accounting system
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III

GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
order accounting system

As a result of successful recommendations 
of the Online Gold Shop, the order moves 
down to the next level, until it reaches the 
third one. 

SPLIT OF THE TABLE
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New customers' orders are placed only on the 
table of the customer who recommended 
them the business.

That is how customers' work is taken into 
account when crediting reward units.III

GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
order accounting system

SPLIT OF THE TABLE
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When the order is on the third level of the 
table of orders and the first level is filled, the 
customer is credited reward units right after 
any section is filled. 

III

GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
order accounting system
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Upon completion of each section the 
customer receives 500 reward units,
 i.e.  2 * 500
 (reward units are equal to euro) to pay for 
the order for gold bars.

III

500 u. 500 u.I 

II

GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
order accounting system
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The table of orders is considered 
complete (1 cycle) when the customer has 
received the full reward in the amount of 
1000 units (EUR). 

III

I 

II

+

GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
order accounting system

500 u. 500 u.



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

      NOTE!
Customers have to cancel the order within 14 days after initiation if they 
decide not to continue the order under the terms of the GoldSet 
marketing incentives program.

Customers can pay the full amount of the order (or in instalments) at any 
moment at the expense of personal funds and become the holder of the 
ordered gold bars.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

To receive the reward, the customer must make 
a minimum of 2 direct recommendations which 
result in orders from new buyers placed on the 
GoldSet Global Smart table. The new orders 
will be taken into account in all subsequent 
order cycles.

GLOBAL SMART



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

      NOTE!
If the table of orders is completed and the Buyer does not have two 
direct referrals who have placed their orders in the GoldSet 
marketing incentives program, the order will be removed from the 
table and the prepayment will be returned to the buyer’s account.



Remember that the more successful 
recommendation are made, the more reward 
units the customer receives.
New customers' success also influences the 
outcome and speed to obtain reward units.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
GLOBAL SMART



Upon completion of each section a processing fee of 50 reward units is 
deducted from the reward.  Reward units are also subject to a 15% (67.5 
reward units) deduction for the processing of the order and services. 
These funds are also used for the Leadership remuneration and Leaders 
Awards financing.
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GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
reward units calculation



Upon completion of each cycle of the GoldSet Global Smart table of orders the 
buyer receives 900 reward units (EUR). These units are used for purchasing 
gold bars with a 15% deduction (order-processing fee).
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GOLDSET 

CYCLES



Reward units serve only for the purchase of investment gold bars in the Online 
Gold Shop under the terms of the GoldSet marketing incentives program.
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GOLDSET

GLOBAL SMART 
reward units calculation



GOLDSET 

OPPORTUNITIES

Every time reward units are credited, the purchase of physical gold 
bars for the credited amount is made automatically. The bars are at 
customer's disposal until the order is completed.

Safeguard in 
depository

Order deliverySell back

www.globalintergold.com 



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

      
Depending on the option selected before closing the 1st section, 
the buyer can:

• sell the gold bars to place a GoldSet Global Pro order, and 
continue with the Global Smart table;

• continue with the GoldSet Global Smart order only.

OPTIONS



GOLDSET 

GLOBAL SMART

      
Depending on the option selected before closing the 2nd section, 
the buyer can:
• Use reward units to make another prepayment and place another 

GoldSet Global Smart order and continue recommending the 
new orders;

• Sell gold bars and place a GoldSet Global Pro order.
• Cease participation in the GoldSet Smart table.

OPTIONS



GLOBAL INTERGOLD 

GUARANTEE

The Online Gold Shop provides a buyback 
guarantee for the purchased physical 
investment-grade gold bars at the shop's current 
buying price.

An essential Global InterGold feature is that gold is 
a unique product from which you get real money by 
profitably selling it.
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“I was looking for a new business 
opportunity not in terms of money but in 
terms of free time.

With Global InterGold I can spend as 
much time with my family as I want.”

GLOBAL INTERGOLD 

www.globalintergold.com 

CUSTOMER'S
TESTIMONY
Paolo Secci, Italy



“With gold you will help thousands of 
people win and change the lives of many 
families. Not only in Mexico, but 
worldwide.”

GLOBAL INTERGOLD 
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CUSTOMER'S
TESTIMONY
Lucero Blásquez, Mexico



“Global InterGold gave me an opportunity that I've 
been waiting all these years: the opportunity to 
achieve financial freedom, to have enough free time to 
travel around the world, to help other people and to get 
acquainted with new cultures and countries.

This is an amazing opportunity.

Thank you, Global InterGold.”

GLOBAL INTERGOLD 
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CUSTOMER'S
TESTIMONY
Antonio Miguel, France



GLOBAL INTERGOLD 

HIGH INCOME

Global InterGold allows clients to create their own 
reliable business in the Online Gold Shop platform 
for selling and purchasing gold and generating 
high income.
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GLOBAL INTERGOLD — GOLD SETS!
GOLD, THE REAL MONEY!
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Build your own prestigious business!
GLOBAL INTERGOLD — THE ONLINE GOLD SHOP!
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